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AIDS awareness dispels· misconceptions
by Steven J. Baines
News editor
Acquired ·Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is a virus - a deadly
virus. In recognition of October being
National AIDS Awareness Month, resident assistants (RAs) in Brockman and
Kuhlman halls, and University Ministry
chose to address the issues and misconceptions about the AIDS virus.
Brockman RAs Bill Ertle and Theresa
McCauley planned the AIDS awareness
program in Brockman on Tuesday, Oct.
6, and Wednesday, Oct. 14. Approxi-

mately ls~20people were in att~ndance
each night. Isabelle Schwarberg from
the Cincinnati Health Department on
Sexually Transmitted Diseases came and
brought different tapes to both
diseussions.
McCauley said the first tape dealt
with a teenage couple who were deciding whether or not to have sex. She
said the couple decided aganist sex because they found that it involved more
than just the physical aspect. They realized that emotions go with it, and they
respected each other, McCauley said.
McCauley was pleased with the number of people who attended.

UC opts for Edgecliff halls

Erle Donahoe, freshman accounting ·· · don't have it [AIDS];' he said. At the
major, thought more people should have end of the film, it was announced that
attended. He believes some people who
all three persons had died from AIDS.
did not go to the AIDS program saw
Another attendant at the program
him.as some kind of oddity for going
was Fred Zagone, S.J., university chapto the program he found to be interest- lain in University Ministry. According
ing and informative. "Most people
to Zagone, Schwarberg said the use of
thought it was stupid to go because
condoms is a measure to prevent the
they don't think it [AIDS] will happen
risk of AIDS. When asked his thoughts
to them. Also they think they know all as to whether· using condoms was a
the precautions;' Donahoe said.
measure to prevent AIDS or a means of
The: film Donahoe saw showed three
birth control, Zagone said, "Condoms
people, in various stages of the AIDS vi- as a· form of birth control is a separate
rus. One person looked fine, another a
subject and was not discussed:' He does
little sick, and the last one was in bed
not advocate sexual activity, but thinks
in a weakened condition, according to
if people are going to engage in sexual
Donahoe. "People think just because
activity, they should do so responsibly.
you are feeling or looking OK, you

by David Eck
staff reporter

September.. "Although it's in disrepair,
it's· a beautiful building. The hope was
that we could keep it, but we were unSince Edgecliffs 106-year-old Emery
sure about the site plans," said Modrall.
Hall was demolished last month, two
The demolition of the historic .buildmore of the campus buildings have been ings caught the attention of the Southdemolished, one has been saved, and
west Air Pollution Control Agency since
two are under contract negotiations.
federal regulations regarding demoliton
The University of Cincinnati is negoti- were not followed. Demolition should
ating with North American Properties,
not start until 10 days after the issuing
Inc., which bought Edgecliff from Xavof the demoliton permits. This time is
used to make. sure. that all asbestos has
ier last May, to. purchase Sullivan and
Grace Halls. Sullivan Hall was a Xavier been removed from the buildings. Howdortnitoey, and Grace Hallhoiiied arc· -· ever/iHemolitioJ\' on ,the"-Edgecliff ·camputr - '
and science classrooms. Since the
started two .days. after ·the .permits were . •
demolition of Emery, North American
issued.
··
·
has also tom down the Carriage House,
Since no health' violations were. bro.:
which was built at the same time as
ken, the only adion to be taliimaagainst··
Emery and housed printmaking facilities North American and Turner Constru'""
and art studios of Xavier's artist-in-resition would be a warning letts to the
dence,· Paul Chidlaw; and the Ferris
companies; said Harry SChwietering, an_ ..
Pat Hogan photo
House, which was adjacent to the Corinspector for the agency.
bett Theatre, and contained the box ofSchwietering said stronger action may
fice and theatre classrooms.
be taken against the asbestos contractor,
Juniors John Kruthaupt and Noelle Jordan twirled around the dance floor during
In addition, North American has no
I 8t F Corporation, because they asked
Homecoming at the Clarion Hotel on Saturday, Oct. 17. Please see Homecoming
current plans to demolish Maxwelton
that the waiting period be waived and
feature on page 3.
Hall, former home of Xavier's music
were told that it may not.
department.
Joseph A. Steger, president of UC,
has been authorized by the UC Board
of Trustees to spend $15 million on the
Edgecliff project, according to Greg
Hand, spokesperson for UC. Of the $15
the budget at its December meeting inthe advice of Hirte and others, implemillion, $4 million will go toward obstead of in March as it has in the past,
mented the change in the budget
by Kevin Kelley
taining land and buildings, and $11 mil- staff reporter
according to Richard Hirte, chairman of
process.
lion will be spent on renovations and
In general, though, Shriberg said the
the Budget Committee and vice presiAs part of an effort to make the
new construction. UC is planning on
time change is not risky and is in fact
dent for Financial Administration.
budget process more streamlined and efbuying Sullivan and Grace halls, which
Moving the budget process earlier in
"very prudent:' Shriberg said, "In fact, I
ficient, the Xavier University Budget
comprise 40 percent, 4.5 acres, of the
the year should cause no major probhaven't heard. anyone against it:' Hirte
Committee is preparing the budget for
Edgecliff campus.
lems, committee authorities say. Most
said the change could only have "posithe next fiscal year this fall, rather than organizations try to know their budgets
UC will purchase the property from
tive effects:'
in the spring as the practice has been
North American uncler the "turnkey
as early as ·possible to make the best . . ,
In addition to the time change, the ..
for the past few years.
transfer," which means UC will pay
.decisions, said. Dr. Arthur Shriberg, viee committee plans to focus more on the
Several reasons were given for the
Turner Construction .(the developer for
president for Student Development and
broader picture .and ·basic priorities
change.
One is consideration of the stu- a member of the Budget Committee. "I
both UC and North American) to dewhile leaving specific expenditure decidents' financial situations. Since the
velop the property to their· specificabelieve that by knowing our· budget. ear- sions to the different budget managers.
budget will determine any changes in
tions. North American will then "turn
lier, we can spend our money better;' he
The committee reviews and suggests
the keys" over to UC. It would take 18- tuition and room and board, knowing
said.
·
· recommendations for· the annual operatthe budget earlier will benefit students
24 months for UC to be operational at
Preparing the budget in the fall
ing budget; ·making its presentations to
by giving them extra time in preparing
Edgecliff, according to Hand.
means the university will not have the
the Board of Trustees through the presitheir finances for the next school year.
Once UC owns the property, it will
exact enrollment figures for next year.
dent.
Having the budget prepared earlier ·
house the Ohio College of Applied SciHowever, because of this year's large enThe Committee met for the first time
will also give Xavier an advantage in
ences, which is presently located in a
rollment and the ability to predict enThursday, Oct. 8. Hirte said the meetfulfilling its contractural obligations, esturn~of-the-century building downtown.
rollment more accurately, this issue is
ing was mainly an informational sespecially for the faculty. If the CommitAccording to Andrew Modrall, vice
not a great concern. In fact, the budget
sion, and no monetary requests were
tee determines that any programs need
president of Finance for North Ameriprocess was moved from fall to .spring ·
made. The. committee will· meet every
to be eliminated, the university will
can, the Maxwelton House fits ·into the
several years ago to take advantage of
week until its ·last meeting Nov. 20. The
have more time to smoothly phase them· precise enrollment figures. The figures
company's plans and will not be razed.
committee's recomendations go to DiThe developer was unsure about the use out.
were not as beneficial as had been
Ulio, and· theil to the Board of Trustees
In addition; the Xavier University
for Maxwelton. However, a demolition
thought, however. So this year, Xaviei:
for final approval Dec. 9.
Board of Trustees wanted to decide on
permit for the building was obtained in
president Rev. Albert J. DiUlio, S.J., on

rDancing, the: night away

Budgeting moves from spring_ to fall

·.:,I
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.Malltalk . a column devoted to: student and staff opinion
What. do you thi_o~ aboµt ·,tht1.combined ·graduate and. undergraduate
commencement to 'be held at the Cincinnati :cC>liseum this ·year?
Complied by Cherie Hensel ·and Sabra Hayes

.....

"

"It's as · t ey are trying
to get the ceremony over
with in one .fell swoop.
Graduate and undergrad are . ·
two different schools. They .
should be dealt with like
this:'
-Dana Buckley·
senior, biology

·1 · think the ceremonies
should• be· separate. ·One cer- .
emony would be too long:'
·
· -Susie Hue

·. 8radiiate ·stude~t~ . . ·

· ·'
.

..

: ·:·

· education
· ...

Getting .• '"~llshed?.
Writing a Dls.sertatlon?
· Have a degreed' professional at Computext edit; proofread

~ or word· proces5 your manuscript, dissertation or paper

·from your originaf0r comptiter disk. Latesf computer
equipment used (including high quality laser printer).
Disk storage available.

CaU 563·1931 for Competitive Rates.

· '1 think it would be OK.
We. will be completing an.other step in our lives. We
can fillish together:·
.
-Monal Mehta
' senior, natural scienees

t~i:;'.,.

.

..

"I think the ceremony
should be held· on campus.
It's a tradition:'
-Robert Boschulte
seriior, political science

'1 don't like it. There
should be two different ceremonies because they celebrate two different levels of
academic achievement:'
-David Eck
senior, communication arts

Xavier helps out Peaslee
by Mary Beth Gibbo'ns
staff reporter · · ·· ·
· lt's . 2:15· p;m., school's out,
arid· Children and Xavier students· start to filter into the
Peaslee Hom~rk Room, located ·at.14th.: and Sycamore
downtown in . the Over-theRhine
After signing in,
the children sit at tables in the
classroom ·and' begin their
·homework.

area ..

come to the 1st 'IVleetin,f>
of the 1987·1988 Pep :c1ubf ·.
Thursday, October :29··::.:: -~.:~: · <
9PM Kentuql<Y Room· .:. · ~· ·-'
OR ..
,Friday, October 30
1:30PM OKI Room
All vve1come1
GET XAVIERIZED!

Free Drawing!

~UBl!!WfR1~
Sandwiches & Salads
OPEN TIL LA TE - EVERY NIGHT

r.

I
I
I

FREE SUI ·· ·
----------~

Buy Any i=oot Long Sub And ·
Medium Drink And Get Another
Foot Long Of Equal Value FR~E!

I
I

.

~plres 12/31/87

·~.~U~Wb-o.neNc:u~~~~hVisi••
§·

·ii . I. 1iJ , .

Other

Offe:J·

----------

- Olfers (food Only Al Mt~ Lookout' Sq. Location -

.

1018 DELTA AVE.
MT. LOOKOUT ·SQUARE.
321-0123

.....

.

· · Xavier students and other
volunteers circulate through the
ro0in helping _:ki~ i;~µdy.: Xav,:;::0.::·::
ier's involvement ·'in the Peaslee . ·: ·
Homework Room ·is:coordinated
b.Y·. the_St;.:Vmcent:oePauJ ~~-.: ··
ety on~:campus:·: The· Soaety/fo~:
cuses oh enabliri8:st\i~nts:.to .. '
work .. With·cthe: J>.oqr, ·.according. : Xavier sophomore Emma Fernandez, majoring in special and eleto· Pa(Gliftoo;~·coordinator.: ·•
:·&ienta,.Y education, fingerpaints with Dujuan Reed,. 5, Rhonda Cradqi£t9n.$aid:t~!6~~~~~·.f!i(~cl!'·: 'dock, 7, and Taj~ana Braham, 7, at the Peaslee Homework Room.
St. Vincent :oePahl started···· - ·· . :. .
· · ·
.
~nding. voluteers. Appro.xi-::.·~-· · .. :JWom coordinatOr, .~lains the
Rebecca, 8, agrees. "I. like to
mately':six· Xavier.. stude11.ts. go :to.- kids work for ab~ut .30 minutes come here. I do my. homework,
the Hoinework:Rooin·each · ·'.:~·: on homework. They can then
play a game, and then go
weeJ<::a.n,a: tut9r ·mi ave~age·of .;.::~_spend :30 minutes reading a
home:'
two AAd a.half hour5 at.each::~:-:· book or working math probAll students need a permis~
session~ ...:· · ·
. ···· :.: · . ~ :.:-:,.: ·.. Jems on ·the chalkboard. 'We
sion slip from a parent to at. ::~·
· ·. :;::'. · ::-_.-: · .~· ·don't want this to be a playtend the Homework Room.
Even:~:though Xavie.r~s involve,;::' room. This isn't a Latchkey
"Desegregation has been rough
ment ii\: the :pro~atl\ ~has. just ·· · program;' Ellis said.
on these kids;' said Ellis. 'We
As coordinator, Ellis visits
started, t~e Homework Room .
get students from Rockdale,
has ~n. operating since
neighborhood schools to enFairview, Covedale, Taft and
January," ·
.. ·· · ·
courage principals to send their Westwood. Andrew lives one
- -· · ., ·· · ·students to Peaslee. She also
block from Rothenberg but got
works with teachers who ask ·
In· 1982, whir\ Peaslee Pribused to Rockdale. They need
mary School closed because of
for certain students to concenall the help we can give them:'
low enrollment, Over-the-Rhine trate on specific subjects. Ellis
parents formed a 20-member
points out that "most students
Ann Wiemels, a junior psyneighborhood group called the
need help in reading and math." chology major at Xavier, is
People Project. They raised
Tameca Major, 8, interrupts Elhelping with homework. "I
$209,000· and bought the school lis, asking for help with her
heard about ·this program at
from the Ciiicinnati Board of· · "take-aways;· a term for subClub Day on the Mall. I got
Education.
traction problems.
more information at Dorothy
For the young students who
Day House;' she said. Rebecca,
Last September, a Head Start come to the Homework Room,
8, hands Wiemels a picture.
Program for pre-school children the afternoon sessions provide
"It's a lot of fun here:' Wiemels
began on the first floor of
an excellent environment for
concludes.
Peaslee. A· day-care center will
doing homework. Over-theFurther plans for Peaslee ·
occupy the third floor. These
Rhine residents built bookCenter include an art room for
educational programs keep the
shelves and desks for the Home- neighborhood photographers,
building self-supporting
work Room. On the walls are
painters and designers. Henson
financially.
pictures of Martin Luther King, said, 'The contact at Peaslee
Currently, the Homework
Jr., E.B. White and Rosa Parks. has been good for both us [the
Room serves children in kinder- In the corner is a reading seckids) .and the college students.
garten through sixth grade.
tion with large pillows. Roger,
There's so much you learn from
Eighty-eight percent of the kids 8, said, '1 used to live on a
school that doesn't have anycome from nearby Rothenberg
farm. There .it was quiet. At
thing to do with your books:'
Elementary School. Kathleen .
home it's loud. I do homework
Henson, director of the Peaslee
here:•
.,
.
Students interested in volunCenter, said parents saw a·· defiGary Evans,. 9, .Said, "I· hate
teering should call Mimi Chamnite need for academic tutoring
school, but I like Peaslee. I get
berlain at ·the Dorothy Day
in. the neighborhood.
work at school, .but they help
House at 745-3705. TransportaDonna Ellis, Homework
me do it here:'
tion from. Xavier.
is available .. ..
.
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Homecoming Week.'87

Laura Chapnick photo

Rinaldis pro'lies there are still some things for free. Junior Martin
Votel received a free haircut in the University Center lobby from
Rinaldis on Tuesday, Oct. 13.
Pat Hopn photo

Freshman Judy Testa falls for "the other man," sophomore Steven Knotts, during the Homecoming dance
at the Clarion Hotel on Saturday, Oct. 17. Knotts' date, Lorraine Plemmons (right), does not look too
unhappy, as she dances with Testa's date Kevin.
·

Sabra tfa)'ll photo

It took blood, sweat. and guts as the "old
present varsity players at.Asm,ann Field on
Old Boys Games. But do not sell ·the "old
was tied at 15-all.
··

1

Channel 5 News weatherman Pat
Barry ''gets the scoop'.' from. 73year-old E. E. Keller, ~he sol(!
.. i.aUra Chapnid< ~ entrant/winner in the 70-andboys" alumni challenged above age category. in the~ AllSaturday, Oct. 17, in the For-One Classic 5-K Race on. Sat,..
boys" short - the. score urday, Oct. 17. Keller was a "late
bloomer" who started running at
age 66.
··

Destination Unknown' reCIChed sl;Jccessfully
.

by Jackie Nash
News editor
and John Koize
staff reporter
The dance at the Clarion Hotel downtown on Oct. 17 was
the "sweetest day" for an ending to Homecoming '87 "Destination. Unknown:'
Over 1500 people attended
both the student and alumni
homecomings. Approximately
750 people attended the student
Homecoming and about 800 attended the alumni's. According
to the organizers of the events,
both dances sold out.
"Homecoming is the first

.

.

.

. ,' ~ '

,

"

friendships and acquaintances
really big deal of the year," said person Fred Courtright said
that some of the winners resome of the week's events were · that have gone c>n .. fC>r whatever· ceived cash· prizes.
Mary Brophy, one of the SAC
extent of time they have been
so successful,· the committee is
Winners included the followHomecoming Committee coout of the university;' he said.
considering the •suggestion to
ing: James Murphy, of Bloomchairpersons. "It's something· a
In celebration of HomecomSAC of sponsoring some of the
little bit more formal, out of
ington, Ind., first place, men's
ing, the student committee rafevents again. fur next semester.
the ordinary:'
division; Brenda Webb, of Ausfled off a free dinner to .an .un- tin, Texas, first place, women's
Alumni Relations director
Brophy said the committee .
Tim Ranaghan ·said the class ·re- known restaurant.· The winner
division; Jim Ray, Xavier Sports
had only anticipated selling ..
unions held at· the alumni dance was Doug Abramowski, who
about 150. tickets.
Center director, first place,
were a great success.
won· dinner at the "Top of the
Brophy said one of the reamen's faculty; Laurie Massa, as"I was very pleased. The
Crown" and a limousine ride.
sons why Homecoming was
sistant athletic director, first
class representatives did ·a great
One of the final highlights of place, women's• faculty; Steve
such a success was because of
job," he said. ·
Homecoming Week was the ·· ·
Fader,· class of '87, first place,
planning.
Ranaghan also said alumni
Chiquita/Xavier All-For-One
"We [the committee] didn't ·
men's· alumni; and Mary Therfrom as far away as Arizona
Classic 5-K Race. According to
esa Connolly, class of '87, first·
want to have any pre-planned
made their way back to Xavier John Kusica, administrative as-'· . . pla~e, women's alumni.
fun," Brophy said. "We just
sistant to. the president, even. .
for the event.
wanted everyone to go in and
"It's reunion time and a
though this is the third.· year for .
have a good time:'
chance for people to renew old
the race, this is the first year
SAC Homecoming co-<:hair-
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Middendorf should go
And what do we have as a reFred Middendorf, editor in
sult? What "earth shattering"
chief of The Xavier Newswire,
stories jump off the front page?
should immediately resign. For
How
about: "College Opportutoo long Middendorf has lorded
nity Program Just for Kids;'
over our student newspaper
with a heavy hand. Floundering "Do Lunch DownUnder,"
"Classes Now at Cohen,"
under his choking hold, The
Newswire has continued to dis- "Health Center Implements New
appoint even its rapidly shrink- · Insurance Plan;' ''Mission Statement Awaits Approval:' Land
ing audience.
sakes! H that's all the better the
Consider the following:
stories on the front .page are
1) Newswire editors write
going to be, just don't count on
more than writers do .. For the
people -to- want to read any
first three issues published unfurther.
der Middendorf- (at the end of
Now, this is not to suggest
last year), 15 out of 50 articles
were written by editors. For the that Fred Middendorf is somehow responsible for a lack of
next six issues 43 out of 75 ar"exciting things" which occur at
ticles - well over half - were
Xavier, but it is his overbearing
written by editors. This alarmstyle which has guided The
ing trend can mean only one
Newswire to a slow death. Two
thing for a reader: more of the
other
examples: a) Running the
same dull, lackluster, uneventful
Borgman cartoon in the NewsNewswire.
wire after it· had appeared in ·
Why is Middendorf the one
to blame7 Simple. He has failed the Enquirer was a senseless
to properly train his staff in the duplication, especially since the
business of editing. What is the Newswire's own cartoonist already dealt with_ the issue. By ·
business of editors7 Editors asthe same logic, \YhY not just .
sign and edit articles, but do
run the most popµlar Farside
not, as a rule, write them.
cartoons because they are more Their time should be spent organizing a staff. The staff, then, professional or reflect some narbecomes the core of support for row bias of the editorial staff.
each editor. Writers bring in ar- b) Flooding- the Sports pages
ticles assigned to them and then. with advertisements .has severely ·
the editors go about putting to- limited_ the scope and depth of
gether a cohesive page. Clearly cover~. of varsity and-intramural sports teams---- activities
this has not happened as it_
aJirge number of st\Jclents:~:
should when over half of the .
involved in - and reflects. the
articles which appear in print
are written by the seven editors failure -of the NewsiDire -to tailor
its p~ to a spt!clnc....
of the Newswire.
~... ,
_ 4) Either physically ·oi:,coqFor too long
New~i1' .. 4Qe51\'t _
even look lilce a newspaper.
The grade of paper; ,size of
pririt anc;l:.faulty Iay<>ut (see ·es- pecially-:Sept. 30 editions'front
page) are the ·pliysical- con'2) Providing space for adver- structs often associated with a
high school newspaper.
tisers has become more important than printing articles by
students. From April 8 to Oct.
Yet, the most severe blow
7 (9 issues), 86 total pages were Middendorf- ·has inflicted upon
published. Subtracting the front the student- neWspaper has been
page and Perspectives page tohis absolute, utter compliance
tals (on which The Newswire
to longstanding customs of a
typical Newswire editor in
never advertises) and the four
pages of SGA calendar pullouts chief: Don't "ruffle the feathers"
from the 86 leaves 63 pages on of the administration, do nothing to loosen- the.·dependency of
which advertising appears. Of
the Newswire on SGA funding
those pages, over 40 percent is
bought up by advertisers. Cou- or upon advertisers, and do not
ple this with the number of ar- (in any case) give members of
ticles editors write and one can
the editorial staff the freedom
or encouragement to organize a
see that little space is left_ for
articles written by and of inter- cohesive, interesting newspaper.
By following those "rules of
est to a large number of students. Middendorf's desire for
conduct;' Middendorf has presided over a period of journalisgreater revenue seems to overtic decline ·and, given his allerule a desire to produce an ingiance to them, we have no
teresting paper.
reason· to expect the condition 3) Middendorf has exercised
of the Newswire to improve.
too much control. It has been
his license to dictate the overall For all of this, Fred must go.
-John Garvey
tone and focus of the paper.

Middendorf has lorded
over our student
newspaper with a
heavy hand.

ceptually, The

Questioning authority

Insurance for world peace
by John ROedel
guest .columnist

about), appeals to such princiknow almost nothing about it.
pies are used to discredit the
The frustrations involved in
opposition and gather popular
dealing with stubborn ignorance
So _we're thinking more about support. But ultimately this ap- might drive you to concerns
the world, afe we7 A lot of
proach does neither.
where the effort you give is
people are. these days. There
-Only careful attention 'to fac- more immediately welcome and
are a lot of things to think
tual details can win real prog".'
useful. But in the worst possiabout: illiteracy, food. shortages, ress from this chaotic discourse. ble case, concerns not mindful
political oppression, environThere are, of course, many in
of nuclear weapons are ultimental destruction. But concern the discourse who are attentive
mately vain.
with the future -of nuclear
to facts. But those who misunweapons overshadows the other derstand or distort the facts bePax Christi is a small group
problems; t)ie .un~ert~ fu~·-.:\ cause of ·their beliefs are usually at Xavier concerned about·nu-·"'danger taints the 'progress made the most vocal, and usually the clear weapons. They bring in
toward these other concerns.
inost heard. Most humans
speakers, show movies, make
would say that they act reason- displays, organize discussions,
But we still mU&t he· reminded
to think ~bOut.nudear
ably most of the time; until
and even have fun. They need
weapons.
most would say otherwise~ cool more people to help develop
The government does all it _ reason can be the only medium creative ways of drawing attencan to mail\tam peace ang 'em~ __ in which to conduct a nuclear
tion to and educating people
ploys nuclear ~~pons for this
weapons dialogue.
about this issue. Different perpurpo~~ Rish( f!(>W, they're ·
Most of us accept this intuispectives are always encourneeded to. oppose possibly· ag.:. _ tively. However, "it seems as
aged. They meet in the Dorogressive nuclear·pawers, for oitr though our leaders, having the _ thy Day House (across from
safety and oitr beSt intere5ts. - ·
most information·:and e>ci)ertise, Husman Hall), on Mondays,
Our leaders a:re·ttte only OJ;lt!S ~- -- will always be-able to repulse
about 5:30 p.m. At the next
who can think meanfugfuliy . · ·accusations of dishonesty, how- meeting (Oct. 26) they are
about nuclear weapons. They
ever true, even if through
watching a tape of the BBCproduced ''Threads:' It is said
alone have the responsibility for cess to knowledge we cannot
national safety (and have no
Icnow. But· because of our right to be the most realistic nuclear
liberty to pursue nuclear policy of free press, there is a stagger- war movie ever made.
from idealism). They alone· have ing amount of reliable informaWe are at a aitical moment.
the information and expertise to tion and analysis concerning
_We and our enemy (to whom
draw ..~le cQnclusions. _ . nuclear weapons. It is reallydeath is said to be preferable)
Theyjll~_Jnust act'.on tJte'..<fe.::-- Very, easy to learn enough _p··robably share the same 'UPamdsions they make. · ~ ·· .. · ·· · · about ·this isSue to reC:ognii.e
ing for peace. Yearning
not
most of the obvious lnconsisten- save us-only educated action
But ,no one at all ·~rves
trust with such power. W? must des from both sides of the dewill. There is a lot to learn. Let
monitor· the administration. of.
bate. More important than edu- our light, Christ the teacher,
such- power and must cr.y out
eating yourself thoroughly
"shine on us in darkness and in
about this issue, however, is be- the shadow of- death,_ to guide
against abuse, so long as we
are able:to question and dissent gining to teach those who
- our feet into the w~y of peace:'
in this country. Until· the hon.esty of our leaders to the will
of the people is_ as certain as ·
~lu!, Xiro~ Newswire ·is published weekly throughout· the school year, except
the sunrise, they must .be moniduring v~t.aon ~ ~s, by the students of Xavier University, 3800- Victory
tored. But many. attempt to Pkwy., Cmcmnati, -Ohio 45207.
promote their beliefs as the unThe statements and opinions of The Xiroier Newswire are not necessarily those
conscious will of all. Groups
of the stu~nt body, faculty or administration of Xavier. Statements and opinions
challenge our leaders' honesty
of col~~s do not necessarily reflect those of the editors.
Su~pbon rates are $15.00/year within the USA. Subscription inquiries should_
from deeply held political or re~ ~. to Suzanne Stegman, business manager (513-745-3561). Advertising
ligious principles which do not
anqwnes will ~ handled by Kent George, advertising manager (513-745-3607).
allow nuclear weapons to exist.
Entei;e<f. as third ~lass matter at the U.S. Post Office under permit number U75.
Other groups defend our leaders
~pnntmg of articles or cartoons without pennissi9n of the author and/or The
Xiroier Newswire is strictly prohibited.
with different deeply held principles requiring the strongest
Mi-'ddendorf
Editor in chief
Managing
edi .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. .......................... .
national defense possible. Pious
New
edi
tor
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
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··
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·
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and patriotic evocations often
.., s tors· .. ··_·········· ................... Steven J. Baines Jaclde Nash
.--erspectives
edit
'
cloud the debate among these
S
edi
or.- ...................................... Anthony Kovalik
groups. No one can be conDiports. tor
edi· · .... · · ...... · .. . ...... ''''' ... '' ... ' ...... _... . Mike· Pfiester
Ph::•:; tor .. _. ....................... ; ....... ' ....... Mary T. Helmes
vinced. These principles tranAdvertisir:rmanage
...... ~· ............... .' ......................... KenSabraGeoHayes
scend evidence. In the absence
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NCAA revenue benefits ·all
by Kimberly Grote
managing editor
This is the second article of a
three-part series about the revenue Xavier received for competing in the 1987 NCAA basketball tournament.
Xavier spent just over $15,000
on routine expenses such as
transportation, game tickets and
hotel accommodations out of
the $211,000 it netted from
competing in the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) tournament.

Part two of three

Tutoring endowment
should pay off
Less than $25,000 was designated. to start an endowment
from which athletes as well as
other students benefit. The objective, according to Fogelson, is
to set aside a sum of money,
such as an endowment, which
would attract more money in
the form of donations to add to
the tutoring fund. Sr. Rose Ann
Fleming, academic counselor,
said tutors in the program are
paid for their work. This
money would help with this expense but would not replace an
operating budget for the
program.

After paying these expenses,
Jeff Fogelson, director of Athlet- Sprucing up the Gardens
Another sum of money was
ics, estimated there was
spent on improvements for the
$190,000 left of Xavier's share
Cincinnati Gardens, the home
of the NCAA prize money.
"I would be the first to admit of Xavier's men's basketball
team. "The original plan," acthat athletics gets more attention ·than it should;' said Fogel- cording to Fogelson, "was for
Xavier to provide the paint,
son, ''but we are all in this together, and if you can
and the Gardens' staff would
participate in athletics, maintain actually paint it:' However,
once the Gardens' staff began
your integrity, and it is benefipainting the stands, they realcial to the whole institution,
why not do it?"
ized the rest of the facility was
in need of painting, he said.
Fogelson said the Athletic
Department made recommenda- "So they continued to paint
everything, including the resttions as to what the NCAA
revenue should be spent on, but rooms;' said Fogelson. As a result, the entire Cincinnati Garultimately, it is the decision of
the Executive Committee, which dens. was painted blue, Xavier's
school color. "It will be obvious
takes the entire university's
needs .into ..consideration. before... ,.whose.. fiicility" it. is:'. saJ!J.. ;Fogel- .
allocating money.
·
son. Banners commemorating
championship teams will also
An improvement
be purchased by Xavier and
Xavier doesn't
displayed at the Gardens.
have to "weight'' for
Other improvement projects
include sanding down and ·refinThe largest ~ingle project on
ishing the floor in the Schmidt
which NCAA money was
·Memorial Fieldhouse and the
spent, according to Fogelson,
installation of. a sprinkler syswas the sophisticated weighttem on the baseball field.
training .Nautilus equipment for
the O'Connor Sports Center.
This equipment, costing approx- Extra little· projects
Additional amounts of. money.
imately $25,000, has already
were spent on .what Fogelson
been installed and is available
to all students and staff. '1t is a called "nagging needs;' projects .
they simply haven't had the
tremendous addition for all
money for. ,No more than , .
teams to use, but it is also for
the whole general population at $1,000-$3,000 was spent on
each of these projects. ComXavier," said Fogelson.

==·

The McDonald Library was
designated $25,000 from NCAA
revenue to pwcltase new books.
Five to six thousand dollars has
already been spent purchasing

Player of the week

memorative awards were purchased for all the basketball
team members out of this fund.
Xavier has inducted former
athletes into its Hall of Fame
since 1981. Only in 1984 did .
Xavier actually have a wall, ·donated by a former inductee, to
display the Hall of Fame; Some
of the NCAA money will pay
an artist to paint portraits of
the 40 inductees including this
year's three new ones. These
portraits will then be on display in the Hall of Fame located in the Dolly Cohen Room
of the O'Connor Sports Center,
according to Fogelson.
Xavier will once again have a
mascot due to NCAA revenue.
According to Sally Watson,
chairperson of the Spirit Committee, the committee will have
to select someone temporarily
to wear the new Musketeer
mascot costume, created by
Stage Crafters. However, formal
tryouts will be held before the
basketball season to select the
student best "suited" to be the
mascot. Watson said the student
chosen could be male or female, should have an outgoing
personality, be creative, enjoy
little children, be friendly at
games, and have a little bit· of
athletic skill. "We want someone who can bririg personality
to the costume;' she said.· Fogelson added that the person be
"wacky, crazed and fired-up:'
... According to Fogelson, all of .
the NCAA money was not
spent, but they must' wait until
all projects are compl.etaj to see··
how ·much money'is left over,
He speculated that if the~ ]Vas
money left over; it would. probably be. spent on ·capital projects for the unive~itY. : ....

Part three in this series will
look at· the implications .of . . ·
NCAA pnze money if Xavier
competes in the tournament
again this ye~~;

.· . .'.'... _--·· "

Pat O'Connor
Position: team's number
one golfer
Height: 6'(1'
Weight: 175 lbs.

Sport: GOLF
Year: junior ·
Hometown: ·Luna, Ohio

Jwlior PatO'Connor·firiished seventh out of ?O people at the: ·
Georgetown Invitational in Washington, D.C., with a score of
1S8 in a 36-hole competition. O'Connor has consistently led all
Xavier golfer5 'this year.·
··
.
.
O'Connor attended· Shawnee High School, where he was the
school's· number. one golfer. Over· those four years, the Indians
compiled· 147 wins and·only three losses.
During· his sophomore ·season,,· O'Connor qualified for the National Independent Insurance Youth Cla5siC -held in Houston,
Texas; He was chosen ·as ·one of the seven 'best, youth golfers in
Ohio to attend the ·worldwide event.
O'Connor was. also nari\ed the Western· Buckeye ·League Most
· Valuable Player after his junior and· senior .seasons. ·He set a
record score of. 32; which is the lowest score :in ·the 'W?stem
Buckeye League for a nine-hole :course. ::
As a
major~ O'Connor's career· ambitions are to own
a bank and ultimately own·an island somewhere. His goal for
the next ·golf seas0n is to
to consistently shoot under par.

busmess

~
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UC. invades the CinclnnattGaritens
·

·

·

·

· · · ; ·· · .. _
·
Musketeer logo an<t:Xavier....
colors;
Furthermore, •UC does not
have access to Xavier's locker
room. Because Xavier has been
standing which basically gives
at the Gardens since 1983 and
Xavier priority.
the locker room has been re- .
Over the summer, the Cincin- modeled, only about three or .
nati Gardens was renovated.
four groups are permitted to
The basketball floor was refinuse the locker room according
ished and repainted, and the
to Fogelson. Therefore, Xavier
walls and seats were painted
has some control over who has
shades of blue. Today, the Gar- access to the locker room. fur
dens looks like a real Xavier
example, rock stars are prohibhome court. Fogelson believes
ited. UC will have to pick one
even more now ·that the "Garof the three remaining locker .
dens is a tremendous facility:'
rooms for their own.
As. part of the XU-UC GarXavier is in charge of scheddens decision, certain-guidelines uling practice times for UC and
are in effect. No temporary de- vi§iting teams. Xavier will try
to meet the needs of UC and
cats can be placed on the floor
by UC or XU since they would other teams .while considering
mar the finish when they are
their own practice and gam~
removed .. Temporary banners
times.
Only three garne dates for
are permitted. in the arena as
long as they do not interfere
UC conflict with Xavier's schedwith: play or obstruct the view. ·ule. Thus, it will be UC's reUC will have to live with·. the
sponsibility to make the neces-

by David Gruber
about using the Gardens.· Cart·.:
. taff
rte · ·
Meyer, .UC's athletic directOr,. ·.
_s_ _rep_o_r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ·met with Fogelson, ·.and. conThe University of Cincinnati
cems and needs
expressed. ·
Both sides came to an under.;
expensive sets .of boo~, accord~. has come to an agreement to

ing to Paula Warnken, director .. play their home basketball , ,
of the McDonald Library. She
games at the Cincinnati Gar- ·
«lens this year. Jeff Fogelson, ·
said the library .will also be
purchasing a complete listing·. of · · Xavier's athletic director, was a
'1ittle surprised it ended up that
. phone numbers of 40,000 peopie in all cities. in the United
way:' The Cincinnati Gardens
States, costkig $3,000-$4,000.
has been the home to the Xav''W! are trying to select .
ier basketball team since the
books for all different areas
1983-84 season.
which will benefit all students;"
UC became interested in the
said .Warnken. The library will
Gardens about a month ago
also be purchasing computer
while negotiations with the Cindisk subscriptions, including ref- cinnati Coliseum were still un- ...
derway. Initially, Fogelson
erence books and indexes, for
their CD-ROM technology com- thought "they [UC] were not
pact disk computer. In addition, really serious" about the Garthe-library-will buy microfiche
dens. However, UC felt the conof company annual reports
tract offers of the Coliseum
which will aid business students were not feasible. Thus, .the
in interviewing research, accord- Gardens became a real
ing to Warnken;
possibility.
Almost three weeks ago UC
indicated they were serious

were·

•

sary changes. The. possibility of
doubleheaders is not' likely. The
major obstacle would ·.be season
ticket holders from both schools
holding many of the same
seats.
What about the XU-UC clash
.this winter in basketball? The
home court advantage seems to
be tainted since UC will be
·used to the Gardens environ·
ment-the floor, hoop, lights,
etc. Fogelson thinks Xavier has
"obviously lost it [the home
court advantage}:' Although
our season ticket holders and
fans will have priority, the environment of the Gardens will
be totally familiar to the UC
players.
Overall, the Gardens and UC
have accommodated Xavier's
wishes. Fogelson foresees "some
. unavoidable inconveniences;'
but the decision· of· UC to play
basket.ball games at the. Cincinnati Gardens will have "no. major impact:'
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Video game addicts enjoy a legal high
by Julie Driehaus

staff reporter
Some can survive on a
weekly fix. For others, like junior Gerald Benson, it's a habit
that costs up to $2 a· day. They ,
come from a variety of classes
- English 265, Theology 111,
and, yes, even Information Sys-·
tems 359. They serve you nachos DownUnder. Some even
hold administrative positions.
Chances are, someone you
know is a VIDEO GAME
ADDICT.
Whether you're an addict or
a person who enjoys an occa~
sional hit of video game fare,
an assortment of video and pinball games can be found
DownUnder. The games include
Rampage, Mania Challenge,
Roadblasters, Centipede, Hang
On, Gauntlet II and Rolling
Thunder.
·

A Rolling Thunder fix? Chris Green just can't say no.

What's the attraction?

game of Comet. He plays at
sound is when a fat man clad
in a bathing suit challenges~you
Exactly what attracts people ·· least twice a week. "It. relaxes
· me;' Del Pino. comments.
to "dunk the dummy:'
to these quarter-eating comHe yells, "Hey, turkey! Come
puters? The reasons are as var- . ~laxation was not what I
was feeling after he beat me,
on, hit me!" H you do, he ·
ied as the people who play
screams and falls into the dunkalmost doubling my score~· I
them. Jeff Mack, whom we all
it depends on your pering booth. H you miss, he belsee tapping beers and. ringing
lows a belittling laugh. No, I
up revenues DownUnder, plays ·spective after the final score.
Comet is set up like a roller- was not released. I, the turkey,
the games on his breaks. Why?
coaster ride, complete with pie- was· qwte frustrated and out of
Mack states, "It kills time, and
tures of crazed people with rip- quarters; .
sometimes I play for
piing hair, ·tracks; and, of .
competition:'
course, s0und effects of scream- ·· -More than just -a good
Comet, a pinball game, aling riders and the. coaster run- · time
· . ·...·
· ·
lows you to compete against
ning down· the ti-~··:Perftaps, '·
·Some·pe0plci/hawever,''dami''
one other person. I challenged
though, the most obnOxious
. video games release them of
freshman Alex Del Pino to a.

guess

------------------------------------.
THE FUTURE IS IN

[in DownUnder] is played 600
times a week:'
According to junior John Kim
and sophomore Andy Goetz,
video games can be a statement
of sexuality. Kim can be found
feeding two quarters a day to
Rolling Thunder to get what he
calls his "Rolling Thunder fix:'
. While playing Rolling Thunder,
· you are a man trying to save a
beautiful, kidnapped woman·
and· killing anyone in your way.
Kim comments only half-jokingly, "I want to save this girl;
it brings out the man in me. I
don't care about the score, I
just have to save this girl:'
Goetz plays a game called
Zelda on his home video system. He once spent two hours
on it, trying to rescue Princess
Zelda, whom he calls "the ·
American Pastry:' He, like i<i.m,
also has the power to kill.
Goetz explains his attraction:
"I can escape from the humfrustration and provide a social drum life I lead as a rock and
break during the day. Freshman roll drummer. It can be frusDiane Stewart says, "It's a good trating, but it's fun:'
way to vent frustrations when
The final score
you shoot the hell out of
things, but it isn't worth spendSo whether you want to
ing over a dollar:'
challenge yourself to solving the
Jim Miller, Xavier's assistant
mazes of Gauntlet II, or watch
director of Student Actlvities,
people live out their fantasies
handles Xavier's contact with
with Rolling Thunder, you can
the games' vending company.
· do it all DownUnder.
He finds that "different games
A word of advice to all
attract different kinds of people. video game addicts: If you ever
Women seem to love Centipede, Jtear. voices from your computer
and games with steering wheels
friend. asking you, 'Will. you
are hot. On average, a game
die for me7" you'd better JUST
SAY NO.

......

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
A representative will be on campus
THURSDAY, OCTOBER29, 1987 .
to discuss

'COrY1n18ndos' comedy kings
by Sminnon M. Cook

GRADUA11. SnlDY

~Ttl~J~.e~~!!P . .
w
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT .
GLENDALE. ARIZONA 85306

Interviews may be scheduled at
OFFICE OF. CAREER.PLANNING & PLACEMENT

staff reporter
What do you get when you
··take Tim Settini, David Naster,
Xavier senior Mike McNamee
and freshman Chris "Fergie"
Ferguson and put them all in
the Xavier Armory? You get
the Coors Light Comedy Com-

mandos - the funniest thing
I've seen all year.
McNamee and Ferguson,
winners of the SAC-sponsored
Oct. 7 Joke Contest, started the
show. McNamee was funny,
but Ferguson had the audience
in the palm of his hand and
had to stop several times to
wait for the audience to calm

1 .....

ILISSUNDAY
",
•

Fitness Center
Weights

Tanning

Aerobics

7117 llon•••••ry Road
701-PURP
• I Year Gym Membership

soo.oo .

ONE FREE ADMISSION to
Plug yourself in and
Electrify ·Your Night
Study up on Feal Life
Eli's Touchdown Pitcher Prices

• Tanning Special Wolff Beds

·:.··':

10 Ytst•s SI0.05
• Aerobics Special -

2 People

. Unlll•~•ed aeroll~cs only
$10/•on•h

..... :·..·";.:·_

700 W. PETE ROSE WAY
6 BLOCKS WEST OF THE STADIUM.·

ADMIT ONE

down.
"Fergie" Ferguson said his
friends told him to enter the
contest, so he did. The communications major went on to say,
'1 just like to make people
laugh:' And he does a great job
of it, tool
The first "Commando" to
perform was DaVid Naster. Between his constant use of that
Xavier witicism "(happy]
camper" and his good-natured
taunting of basketball player
Tyrone Hill, Naster kept the
audience laughing the entire
time he was onstage.
The second and final "Commando" was Tim Settini. Not
only was Settini hysterically
funny (his impression of a child
watching a mime, :being the
highlight), his versions of songs
from The Beatles' ''Let It Be" to
George Michael's "I Want Your
Sex" to Led Zeppelin's "Stairway to Heaven'' stole the show.
When asked what he thought
of Xavier, Settini said, "It's
great. I had a great time:~
Would he come back to Xavier
a second time? ''You know it!"
he said. "I was supposed to do
30 minutes, but I went 50. I
still have a half-hour of material I could do:'
Canned goods and proceeds
collected at the show will· be
contributed through Dorothy
Day· House to the Covington,'
Ky., soup kitchen.
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Grateful fans hear music, are better off "Dead'
by Chris Pugsley

staff reporter
The '60s were certainly a
radical. decade that saw many
changes in terms of people's
philosophies, social awareness,
politics and cultures.
It was also a time of great
musical innovations, and out of
those reVolutionary times came
a mystical band who tell us
"too. much· <>f anything is just
enough:' If any group embodied all the cultural and musical
aspects of the psychedelic '60s,
it was Jerry Garcia, Bob Weier,
Phil Lesh, Brent Mydland, Bill
I<reutzman and Mickey Hart:
Ladies and gentlemen, The
Grateful Dead - a band whose

ecstatic, shocked exhilaration.
· The atmosphere at these shows
is different from any other. rock
show. The Grateful Dead have
become a permanently sold-out
attraction.
At each Grateful Dead concert, the fans - or ''Deadheads" - welcome the band,
the band falls into a groove,
and no one makes any effort to
break free. Songs played may
include a moving '~Black Peter;"
the long, jazzy "The Other . .
One;" or the personal, extremely moving "Stella Blue:'

The crowd ·is at the point of
·
wondrous shock.
'1t's so untraditional;' says
sophomore Heather Clopton,
another gratefully dedicated• fan.
"You can't experience a. Dead
show anywhere else. Did you
hear about the love-in at North
Carolina? That's ·what being at
a show is like:'.
So why have the Dead been
able to survive· for ·over 21
years7 The Dead is a band who
of a social: seene and
became a strictly good-time
thing which gives them a com-

·srew out

munal strength. Most impressive is the band's ensemble
spirit which spread.s c::ontagiously throughout ·all their
crowds. The Grateful Dead
have developed such a distinctive sound that they can only
be compared to themselves: a
TRIP through the Apocalypse.
What is behind the Dead
phenomena. and their booming
popularity? Is it Jerry Garcia's
improved state of health and
mind from recent years, or just
that there's nothing like The
Grateful Dead7

'1t's not that they are just
popular now, because they've
been popular for over 20 years,
appealing to all kinds of individuals of all ages and races;'
says sophomore Bill Berringer.
''Their music seems to create a
peaceful love that causes you to
feel good all over, no matter
which of their hundred-plus
songs you're listening to:'
I tend to agree. Where else
but a Grateful Dead show do
thousands sing in unison, "You ··
know our love will not fade
away7"

Folksinger: from Australia to DownUnder
by Missy Baker

staff reporter
She has been credited as
being "one of the most ilnusual
and versatile entertainers to
come out of Cleveland in many
years:' Her name is Seona (pronounced "shawn-uh") McDowell, and as a "citizen of the
world;' she actually was born
in Bombay, India,· to Irish/English parents and raised in New
Zealand and Australia.

Australia's coveted Oz Music .
Award for Best Female Folk
Singer in 1979 and 1980. She
has also had the honor of touring New Zealand with one· of
her favorite artists; Don · ·
McLean.
Many of the songs McDowell
performs are international and
several are in different Ian- ·
guages. Through her experience,

she has found that most of the
traditional songs are the same
but have been adapted by the
individual countries to suite
their own cultures. McDowell
performs her musical· stories in
Greek, French and Italian, and
in several different dialects.
For McDowell, there is al-·
ways somethmg new beyond
the horizon. "I'm going to have

to live to be 150 to do everything I want to do;' she says.
McDowell. will perform

DownUnder tonight at 9:30
p.m. She will accompany her5elf on guitar and autoharp.
John Saunders, a top Canadian
instrumentalist who now also
lives in Ohio, will accompany
McDowell on banjo, mandolin,
fiddle and guitar.

For McDowell, there is
always something new
beyond the horizon.
:•:

Mary T. Helmes photo

A-Deadhead was here: the Grateful Dead's skull logo, spraypainted on the side of Kuhlman
Hall.

· McDowell began· performing ··
at a young age in a family ·
band with her dad playing
washtub. For the performing
family of 11, there was much
interaction: between them and
the audience. McDowell carries
on this tradition with her own
audience, inviting the audience
to sing along or even accompany her on such authentic instruments as the washboard. ·
McDowell has been impressed with the traditional folk
style and has incorporated it
into her own. Sh,e was awarded

EXCITING
.....-,·,

....

"

Get the look you want.from Rinaldi;s;
Clifton's .excitiog h~i~ salon.We
know that looking your best helps you
feel your best. Having the right hair
style is a very important part of looking
your best. We cari show you the latest
in today's hair fashions. We'll help you
find the look that's right for you. For hair
and skin care. call on Rinaldi's.

II

HAIR

Rinaldi's ·
243 Calh~un Stre~tClifton 221-7744
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All announcements must be
sent to The Xavier Newswire
office in Brockman Hall by Friday at 3 p.m. Please direct
mail to Kimberly Grote, editor,
Calendar. Also include name
and phone number.

Joumey for ComContact Jim Miller in Student
muters, a weekly
Development, 745-3204, for
. .
group experience of
more details.
reflection, discussion and prayer.
about. the issues. students face in
daily life, will meet,, 2-3 p.m.,
to school
Husman Hall Chapel. Call University Ministry at 745-3567 for as they visit Xavier during
Family Weekend, sponsored by
more information.
the Parents .Club. Saturday activities include talks and slide:~·
"Games·Drinkers
shows offering an overvieW-'' of .
Play" will be preXavier, the city of Cincinnati
sented as part of AlThere will be a workand
the basketball program;
cohol
Awareness
Week,
7:30
shop for those intermass in Bellarmine Chapel; and
p.m., Husman Hall. Particiested in being Euchaa cassino night featuring Steve
pants will play traditional
ristic ministers at the 4:30 and
Schmidt's Jazz Band. On Sundrinking games often played in
10 p.m. Bellarmine liturgies, 2day,
take in the men's soccer
college
bars
with
non-alcoholic
3:30 p.m., Bellarmine Chapel,
game against Western Kentucky
beverages.
University Center. Another
University. For more informaworkshop will also be held
tion, contact Rev. John Heim,
At
·the
TGIF
party
Sunday, Oct. 25, 3-4:30 p.m.
D!>~Under, 3-6 p.m., S.J., 745-3161.
Marriott will be intro"Just Another Friday
Rev.. Edward. Brueggeducing new low-alcoholic and
Night" will be shown.
man, S.J., chairman
non-alcoholic beers as part of
at 3:30 p.m., Tucker's
of
Bellarmine's .Ecu- .
·
·
· Alcohol Awareness W!ek. Food
Lounge. Xavier students and
menisirl
~ommission,
will presfaculty will be the jury that deand .drink specials will be availent video tapes drawn from the
cides the "fate" of an 18-yearable, and there will be a
"Dialogue" TV Sunday morning
old accused of killing his friend
breathalizer demonstration:
program,
10:15 a.m., Dorothy
in a car accident.
Day House. Following the presSe. niorsl
entation there will be an inforLike to clown around? , ·23·
: ..·..··•.·.. last
day Today
to sign isupthe
mal discussion about the role of
· for .the senior retreat
University ·Ministry. is . ·
women in the Roman Catholic ·
continuing its Clown · • on Nov. 6, · 7 and 8. For more
Church, and Curran, HunthauMinistry program again this
details, see Kathey Henry in
sen and authority in the
University Ministry;
year. For those who have al.:
church.
ready participated in a work24More fun .than Trivial
shop, there will be a meeting,
2:45-4 p.m., Regis Room, UniPursuit ... it's College
Today is th.e registra.
tion deadline for the
versity Center. For any new
Bowl! Commuters,
· second annual LeadercloWI\S, there :will be a ''How to dormers, individuals and. teams
be a Clown'' workshop, Oct.
are all encouraged to take pilrt . ship Development Conference,
25, 7-10 p.m.,' Regis Room.
in this intramural competition. · Oct. 31, 9:30 a.~.-::~:30 p.m.

October

21

22

·24-2s=~~~ 27-28~a~

22
23

21

Registration forms are available . transportation and lunch at
Crockett's River Cafe. To make
at the Student Development
reservations, call the Society at
Center or Information Desk.
241-4622, and confirm by send-.
ing a check to the Cincinati
Historical Society, Eden Park,
.
Skills
45202.
Workshop will be presented by
Dr. Norman J. Barry, Jr., on
Tuesday and Wednesday, 1:30
p.m., 104 Sycamore House.
Anyone who· is· working hard
The 5 p.m. Bellarmine lit.and would likE! to do better is
urgy will have a new time
welcome to attend. For more
beginning today. The afterinformation; call the Psychologinoon student-planned liturgy
cal Services Center at 745-3531.
will now be at 4:30 p.m. Hope
to see you there!
Have a frightfully
good time at the Halloween Bash, 9 p.m.-1
a.m., sponsored by Residence
Hall Council, Commuter Council and SAC. The theme of the
dance is "Come as your favorite .A.. face only a 111other
could love
dead ... 11" and will feature
Seniors! Dig out your old
Dire Wolf, a band specializing
baby pictures for the Senior
in Grateful Dead music. There
Halloween Baby Face Contest.
will be a costume contest with
Label pictures with name and
prizes being awarded for the
scariest, best Deadhead, original phone number and send to
Anne Sensel, Corilliam House,
individual and original group
on-campus. All photos will be
costumes.
returned.
Literally walk into
early Cincinnati life on Express yourseH!
a special tour of hisThe Xavier Newswire is
toric old houses provided by
ing interested and talented perCincinnati Historical Society's
sons to join .its staff. Writers
Cincinnati Heritage Tours.
for all sections, illustrators and
The tour bus will depart
photographers are encouraged
from the Cincinnati Historical
to stop by the office in Tucker's
Society at 10 a.m. and return
Lounge (basement of Brockman)
at 3 p.m. The $25 fee includes
or call 745-3561.

25

22

27
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XAVIER STUDENTS

November

l

3O

31

'n' Spice

seek-

Restaurant

OPEN EVERY DAY 7 A.M. • 3 P.M.
Daily Luncheon Specials
Including Vegetables

NEED $$$ FOR: TUITION,
· BOOKS, CLOTHES, CARS, FUN
ORJUST PLAIN SURVIVAL?
THEN JOIN THE WINNING TEAM AT

Nationally known for its wispy thin pancakes,
fluffy three-egg omelettes, .creative sandwiches,
· homemade cheesecake,
and much, much more!

BURGER

Miscellaneous,

EVENING

STUDY
PLACE

A Cincinnati tradition since 1941
4381 Reading Rd. (between Tennessee Ave. & Victory 'Parkway
·
Across from Natorp's

KING

Cincinnati Magazine's 1984 Best Breakfast Award.
Minutes from Xavier University, Reasonable prices!

242·3521

..........====:..

................
~===~····

11

PUT YOUR

Part-time and full-time positions open. Excellent moneymaking opportunities. We train you. Advancement to a
part-time/full-time manager while at school can lead to additional earnings.

COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK.

CHECK US OUT! CALL:
731-KING OR 821-KING OR

~ir

Force Officer Training School
1s an excellent start to a
challenging career as an Air
Force Officer. We offer great
starting pay, medical care, 30
days of vacation with pay each
year and management
opportunities. Contact an
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School can mean
for you. Call

Come to either of the stores below with a friend and get a
free Whopper.

Only 8 Minutes from Campus

-----------

~

BURGER

KING

.
~
.

H

Buy one WHOPPER"
sandwich; get another
onefree.

Please present this coupon before ordering. .
Ll~hit one coupon per customer. t:-iot to be used ·
wit other coupons or offers. \bid where
prohibited by law. This offer expires 11-30-87.
Good only at:
.

G~T
Y? · CornerofReadlng·&Seymour

™ Corner of Reading & Galbraith

"

1-800-423-USAF TOLL FREE

Good Grades In· Your Future!
Room For Group And
Individual Study!
Sunday-Thursday
10:00pm- 1:00am
Ground Floor, CSA ·euilding .·•.
TRY A LITTLE · .
E.S.P. TONIGHT!

··..

